Om Tools &
Components

Mould Base
Mould Base is originally used for prototype
casting and short-runs. Mould Assemblies is
changing which were used for plastic injection
by industries. It uses two secure parts for
plastic injection Moulding. Core and Cavity
are those two parts of plastic injection casting.
The makers of a plastic part are increasing
their production of short-run products Within
all kinds of verities, different shapes, size and
finish.

Om Tools & Components are one of the best
Manufacturers and Suppliers of a broad
range of Mould base, Die casting, Pillar die
set, Compression sets, Mould accessorise.
Om Tools is 15 years old mould base
manufacturer
company
located
in
Faridabad, Haryana. Our Clients are
choosing us for a manufacturer of standard
mould base and components with the best
quality. Our Products &Services are
provided in Small, medium & Large size
Business.

Mould Base
Manufacturer

Mould Base Manufacturer
The Mould base Industry developed over the years in India. It is
currently enjoying a remarkable place in global manufacturing.
The Market is changing for mould base assemblies, which used in
plastic injection casting. Our company are specialised in the
plastic injection moulding, Pillar dies set, Die casting mould base
and Pillar die set etc. Om tools manufacturer, Products to the high
level of Precision for best performance and long service life for
their clients. With our 15 years old experience in manufacturing of
casts using the latest CAD/CAM technology. The company has to
operate a CNC machine Including TS27R hard-wired tool setters
and RMP60 radio transmission spindle probes.

Mould Base
Manufacturer in
Faridabad
Om Tools & Components is Best in Mould base
manufacturer in India. Our company's products and
supplies are based on Faridabad, Haryana (India). It was
established in the year 2005. Since then, we work hard to
make our company the best Mould Base manufacturers
in the industry. That's why we are now recorded in a list
of the best company in the industry.

Mould Base
Manufacturer in
India
We offer our services in Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Utter
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Pune, Mumbai, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh
and Gujrat (industrial area). We use high-quality metal for
mould base Typical moulds are constructed from hardened
steel, prehardened steel, aluminium, and/or beryllium-copper
alloy. We use long life steel metal compare to other mould base
manufacturers in Faridabad India. You can find us on Google,
search like as best mould base manufacturer in Haryana,
mould base manufacturer in Delhi, mould base manufacturer
in pune, and mould base manufacturer in mumbai etc

Injection Moulding
Injection moulding is a manufacturing Process for
creating parts by injecting melted material into the
mould. In It, the material used is that metals,
glasses, elastomers, confections, thermo-plastic or
thermo-setting polymer. It is the supreme process
for the produce of a broad scale composite Plastic
Products. It is compatible, Affordable and Create
long-lasting or high-quality components.
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